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Abstract
Terminological paraphrases (TPs) are sentences or phrases that express the concepts of terminologies in a different form. Here we
propose an effective way to identify and extract TPs from large-scale scientific literature databases. We propose a novel method for
effectively retrieving sentences that contain a given terminological concept based on semantic units called predicate-argument tuples.
This method enables effective textual similarity computations and minimized errors based on six TP ranking models. For evaluation,
we constructed an evaluation collection for the TP recognition task by extracting TPs from a target literature database using the pro-
posed method. Through the two experiments, we learned that scientific literature contain many TPs that could not have been identi-
fied so far. Also, the experimental results showed the potential and extensibility of our proposed methods to extract the TPs.
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1. Introduction

A technical term is characterized as an element that embodies key technical concept in a compact way and serves as a

linguistic tool for guiding the readers to the main topics of scientific literature. Its importance led many former studies

to the identification, application and analysis of technical terms and their variants [1–5].

Technical terms permit users to use them as effective queries to search scientific databases. However, authors often

employ alternative expressions to represent the meanings of specific terms in the literature. Simple methods such as key-

word matching retrieval can only find documents that contain the input query terms. In sum, with a single technical term,

it is nontrivial to access documents that include only alternative expressions of the term. For example, the following three

sentences are extracted from scientific articles in the domain of natural language processing.

In this paper, we propose an automatic method, which is not based on patterns or rules but is based on the use of collocations,to

extract a set of related terms from parenthetical expressions including abbreviations associated with their expansions and other

types of related terms such as synonyms, or hyponyms etc.

Some efforts in the field of NLP have been done in order to develop tools that help in this need, such as corpora, where a large

quantity of technical documents are digitally stored, and term extraction systems, which automatically identify relevant terms in

corpora.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in automatic methods that construct and manage terminology resources for natural

language processing (NLP) applications using large online collections of documents.
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Each of the sentences has a different form of phrasal expression that presents the notion of the term ‘automatic term

recognition’. In this way, many technical concepts, although they have already been formalized as official terms, are still

expressed in the literature by longer phrases or sentences. We designate these expressions as ‘paraphrases of terms’ or

‘terminological paraphrases’ (TPs), which are also as of importance as terminologies. By identifying the TPs and map-

ping them into their corresponding terms in text, we could lay the foundation for alleviating the limitations of keyword

matching retrieval mentioned above.

Many previous studies have attempted to provide conceptual access to scientific literature databases for retrieving

documents relevant to particular query terms, although they are not present in the documents, by exploiting various

approaches such as query expansion and relevance feedback [6–12]. However, those methods either suffer from inferior

performance, especially in scientific literature retrieval, or need additional, well-constructed semantic resources.

Furthermore, few studies have been conducted to effectively identify and extract descriptive phrases or sentences that

indirectly express specific terminological concepts in the scientific literature.

As an initial but extensive step toward the purpose, this paper proposes an effective comparison process to capture

phrases that are semantically equivalent to the definitions of the input terms to capture the TPs mentioned before.

Figure 1 shows various existing approaches to searching scientific documents using terminologies. Initially, we can

use terminologies directly as query terms to obtain documents containing them. In order to overcome the limitation of the

exact matching, much previous research has attempted to collect additional clues or information about the queries, such

as terms extracted from relevant documents, semantic resources and their definitions using pseudo relevance feedback

(PRF), query expansion (QE) and so forth, which are then applied into the search process as seen on the left of the figure.

Term definitions can be extracted from texts or gathered from dictionaries. In this paper, we focus on the intensive use of

term definitions to extract TPs to pinpoint the indirect expressions denoting the input term concepts. For the effective

extraction of the TPs from text, a novel sentence retrieval method is developed for searching sentences that denote the

same meaning as the input terms by exploiting semantic units called predicate argument tuples (PATs). This method plays

pivotal roles in the entire TP extraction process by enabling effective textual similarity computations based on the PATs.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we survey existing studies related to our research. The proposed TP

extraction model based on PAT-based sentence retrieval is presented in detail in Section 3. In Section 4, we show the

experimental results of TP extraction and performance comparisons among TP ranking models. We conclude the paper

in Section 6 by summarizing its contributions and further studies needed.

2. Related work

In this section, we survey three different domains related to our research. The first two are associated with computing

semantic relatedness between two texts. In Section 2.3, we present some existing studies about identifying phrases or

Figure 1. Various approaches to scientific information retrieval.
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sentences that describe specific terms from texts. Some previous approaches to automatically extracting definitional sen-

tences from texts are also discussed. Finally, we present some approaches for retrieving documents that are of relevance

to particular terms despite the absence of those terms in the documents.

2.1. Textual semantic relatedness models

Textual inference aims to detect the logical relations between two pieces of text by measuring their pairwise textual

semantic relatedness [13]. An important subtask of textual inference is textual entailment recognition, which determines

whether a pair of texts, T (text) and H (hypothesis), has a one-way logical relation. In other words, it verifies whether

we can infer H based on T. The scope of this subtask is limited to pairs of sentences or short phrases. For example, con-

sider the two sentences below.

Korea was the host city of the 2002 FIFA World Cup.

A series of World Cup games have been held in Korea.

We can infer the second sentence from the first one but the converse is not deductive without further knowledge.

Therefore, textual entailment recognition is the identification of one-way inferential relations.

Androutsopoulos and Malakasiotis [13] divide textual entailment recognition methods into four categories: those

based on (1) transfer of logical meaning representation; (2) similarity; (3) machine learning; and (4) rule-based transfor-

mation. The first transforms a pair of language expressions1 into the form of first-order predicate logic (FOPL) and per-

forms an inference between the two statements using world knowledge axioms based on either theorem proving [14, 15]

or model satisfaction methods [16]. Similarity-based approaches rely on measuring the semantic distance between the

two formal forms into which the initial expressions are converted to determine whether one text can be inferred by the

other. They can be classified into the vector-based methods [17, 18] and direct comparison methods [19–21].

In addition, machine learning methods, based on training sets that consist of textual pairs with labels indicating

whether one can be inferred by the other, treat the tasks as automatic classification problems. Therefore, it is critical to

extract meaningful features from the input textual pairs for high performance. One important instantiation of this

approach is the application of the syntactic tree kernels introduced by Zanzotto and Dell’Arciprete [22], which combine

the parse trees of two input texts and use the tree kernel-based machine learning with support vector machines for binary

classification. Many recent studies now employ supervised machine learning for textual entailment.

Finally, rule-based transformation is the most conventional and widely used approach to address textual entailment.

The methods belonging to this category find the shortest steps to transform one text into another using transformation

rules gathered from various lexical resources such as WordNet and the Web.2 Here, the number of the steps is consid-

ered the semantic distance of the two texts [23–25]. The confidence estimates for the collected rules [20] and dynamic

transformation based on context [26] are used to improve performance.

2.2. Paraphrase recognition

Paraphrase recognition, which is defined as a task to determine the equivalence of two texts, is currently an active area

of research [27–31]. In this paper, we review some important studies closely related to our research. First of all, Qiu

et al. [29] claim that, to measure the semantic relatedness of two sentences, their dissimilarity should be considered as

well. They define an ‘information nugget’ as a unit of comparison – a predicate–argument structure (PAS) drawn from

the output of semantic role labelling (SRL). For example, the PAS for the sentence ‘Oswald killed Kennedy’ is ‘killed

(Oswald, Kennedy)’. The comparison is performed by checking the overlap of these units between two input sentences

in addition to considering the significance of each unit. Thus, elements with little impact on the core meanings of the

sentences such as ‘It is said ~’ or ‘He told me that ~’ have little influence on the comparison. Significance is coded by a

binary value: significant or insignificant. These binary values are classified by supervised machine learning with a train-

ing set. The main drawback of this approach is that its performance excessively relies on that of SRL, which has much

for improvement in its accuracy.

Malakasiotis [19] computes the similarity of two sentences with a simple but quite radical approach. The author uses

neither complex methods of language processing nor semantic representation, but combines various similarity features

and used machine learning to determine whether or not the two sentences were semantically equivalent. There are 136

features in all, each of which has a similarity value computed by a specific model such as lexical or grammatical over-

lap. These features showed competitive performance in an experiment with Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus [32].
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Wang et al. [33] address the problem of automatic extraction of various expressions denoting terminological concepts

from software bug reports. This study is noteworthy in that it explicitly stresses the importance of the task for the first

time. However, its scope is limited to synonymic noun phrases of terminologies and does not cover more descriptive

expressions that articulate the concepts of terminologies.

2.3. Term definition (description) extraction

Many approaches have been proposed to extract definitional phrases or sentences from texts, mostly in the context of the

automatic enrichment of dictionary contents and question answering [34]. They generally assume that there exist particu-

lar lexical or grammatical patterns for defining terms and attempt to identify textual fragments containing them. Among

them, Fujii and Ishikawa [35] propose a practical process to extract and summarize term descriptions from the Japanese

Web pages by using linguistic patterns and analysing the HTML text structures. Tsuchiya et al. [36] deeply analysed the

definitional sentences in a ordinary dictionary to discover common sub-sentential patterns using a data compression

model based on the minimum description length principle. However, they did not conduct any further experiments on

utilizing the extracted patterns to identify definitional sentences in texts.

Our research can be differentiated from the above studies in that our final goal is not the collection of linguistic knowl-

edge such as dictionaries, thesauri and ontology. As mentioned in the introduction, our purpose is to expand the usability

of terminologies as query terms by detecting the TPs in texts and finally enhance the performance of scientific informa-

tion access, although this paper conducts fundamental but extensive experiments on retrieving relevant sentences to input

terms and extracting the corresponding TPs from them.

2.4. Query term expansion with controlled vocabularies

To enhance the search functions of PubMed, the largest biomedical literature database in the world, Lu et al. [10] intro-

duced the automatic term mapping method, which automatically maps user queries into MeSH descriptors and enables

QE with various types of thesaurus information. There have been many studies of QE application to improve the perfor-

mance of biomedical information retrieval with controlled vocabularies such as MeSH and UMLS [6, 8, 11, 12, 37–39].

The main limitation of the above methods is the necessity of well-structured semantic resources. Although many

researchers have invented automatic QE methods such as PRF [7, 11] to overcome this limitation, Lu et al. [10] indicate

that their positive influence has not yet been clearly demonstrated, especially in scientific information retrieval, judging

from the inconsistent experimental results in the same test collections. Lu et al. [10] presumed that performance fluctua-

tions are largely attributable to their different experimental environments such as the retrieval models and resources

used. Consequently, the QE method using controlled vocabularies does not appear to be the definitive answer to improv-

ing the accuracy and coverage of scientific information retrieval.

3. Terminological paraphrase extraction method

In this section, we introduce our approach to extracting TPs from scientific literature based on terminological definitions

by explaining our PAT-based sentence retrieval approach in detail. Before getting to the main subject, we describe the

TP extraction process as follows.

As seen in Figure 2, the input of the method is a pair of a term and its definition. The TPs of the input term are sen-

tences or phrases that are semantically equivalent to the term definition. With the text chunks identical to the definition

Figure 2. TP extraction process in perspective
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extracted by the process, we further aim to find semantically equivalent ones while having different lexico-syntactic for-

mations. The proposed method can embrace various conceptual descriptions of specific terms, which could lead to the

more far-reaching TP extraction.

3.1. Predicate–argument tuple

Predicate–argument structure is a graph structure that denotes collectively the syntactic and semantic relations between

words in a sentence [40]. Figure 3 shows an example of the PAS generated by the results of the Enju Parser.3

In Figure 3, the grey boxes represent predicates, the white boxes denote arguments and the arrows express the syntac-

tic relations between them. For example, although the predicate ‘involving’ in the first sentence has two arguments,

‘test’ and ‘removal’, ‘pathologic’ in the second sentence carries only a single noun argument, ‘examination’. In addition,

the coordinate conjunctions (‘or’, ‘and’) are also predicates and can connect multiple arguments (e.g. ‘cell or tissue’,

‘removal and examination’). As usual, although predicates mainly involve domain-independent and functional words

such as verbs, adjectives and prepositions, arguments include nouns and domain-specific terms. Predicates connect those

arguments syntactically in a sentence.

We can extract PATs from the PAS of a sentence, as in Figure 4. A PAT is an element of a PAS and can be classified

into one of four types: connective, verbal, adjectival and nominal. A connective PAT has prepositions or conjunctions as

its predicates and simply connects multiple arguments of a sentence syntactically (e.g. ‘of(removal, cell)’). Verbal PATs

involve verbs as predicates playing key roles in representing the meanings of a sentence (e.g. ‘involve(test, removal)’).

Figure 3. An example of predicate–argument structure.

Figure 4. Extracted predicate–argument tuples from two sentences.
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Finally, adjectival (e.g. ‘pathologic(examination)’) and nominal PATs (e.g. ‘information(retrieval)’) denote noun phrases

with adjectives optionally modifying the phrases. In particular, nominal PATs denote compound nouns in which head-

words are modified by other nouns.

3.2. Preprocessing of Extracted PATs

This step involves both the extraction of PATs from a sentence and their normalization. Extracted PATs are first prepro-

cessed by filtering less important PATs such as articles. Identification of prepositional (e.g. ‘of’) PATs with verbal

nominalizations as arguments and their conversion into verbal PATs (e.g. ‘removal of cells’ ! ‘remove(X, cells)’) are

performed in the second phase. We also detect conjunctional phrases (‘and’) and convert them into more explicit forms

of multiple PATs. For example, the phrase, ‘removal and examination of specimens’ can be expressed by two verbal

PATs, remove(X, specimens) and examine(X, specimens),4 which denote the meanings of the phrase more clearly. We

attempted to generate as many explicit and formalized verbal PATs as possible by further processing idioms and

of-appositives. As mentioned previously, the main reason for this is that such verbal PATs have great potential to

become key semantic elements in a sentence, and thus facilitate effective judgment of the equivalence of two sentences.

Six PATs are extracted from the upper sentence of Figure 5 with additional preprocessing where the two PATs,

‘of(removal, cell)’ and ‘or(cell, tissue)’, are transformed into the two corresponding verbal PATs, ‘remove(test, cell)’ and

‘remove(test, tissue)’. The bottom sentence involves a total of eight PATs including ‘form(specimens, tissue)’ and ‘for-

m(specimens, pieces)’ generated by the recognition and conversion of the idiom ‘in the form of’ and the of-appositive

‘of(pieces, tissues)’. In this paper, we used NOMLEX [41]5 for the nominalization conversion. In addition, we collected

small-sized idiomatic expressions from the definitions of MeSH and 1097 phrasal verbs selected from the Directional

Distributional Term-Similarity Rules6 [42].

3.3. PAT-based sentence retrieval

In this section, we describe the PAT-based sentence retrieval method that takes a term and its definition as the input and

returns a set of phrases in the retrieved sentences from the target databases, which may contain various paraphrases of the

input term.

Figure 5. Pre-processing of PATs in two sentences.
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3.3.1. PAT-based ranking in perspective. Generally, most recent studies exploit three kinds of comparison unit to compute

the similarity between two texts: lexical elements, grammatical elements and PASs. Lexical elements involve the compo-

nent words of a sentence, whereas grammatical elements are triples that connect words by a limited set of syntactic rela-

tions. A PAS is a semantic structure that links a root verb of a sentence and its arguments (subject, objects and so forth).

As seen in Figure 6, each unit has its own characteristics of strictness and flexibility according to its granularity.

Assume that we find textual segments similar to an input sentence. Although retrieval models based on lexical and gram-

matical elements can identify various forms of similar sentences, they are also likely to identify many more false posi-

tives [43, 44] – a problem that can be alleviated by varied ranking strategies specialized to the sentence comparisons

[43]. In contrast, PAS-based methods have a critical disadvantage in that their recalls are relatively low owing to the use

of coarse-grained PASs, although their precision values are highly competitive. In addition, their overall performance is

strongly dependent on the accuracy of their SRL engines [29].

In this paper we exploit PATs for searching and extracting various textual segments similar to an input sentence that

defines a particular terminology (TPs). A PAT shows lower granularity than a grammatical element and is more fine-

grained than a PAS, as shown in Figure 7. As we show in an experiment, PAT-based sentence retrieval discards irrele-

vant sentences effectively while it retrieves various valid sentences that other methods cannot for TP extraction.

We do not deny outright the effectiveness of conventional retrieval methods compared with our PAT-based approach.

Instead, we propose the PAT-based retrieval method as a complementary approach to sentence retrieval for TP extraction

to remedy the existing shortcomings mentioned above.

3.3.2. Overall system architecture. Figure 8 shows the overall architecture and procedure of the PAT-based sentence retrie-

val system developed for this research. The system is divided into three modules: the term definition analyser (including

PAT query formulator), sentence retrieval module and TP extraction module.

The term definition finder can obtain the definition of an input term from various sources. Definitional PATs are

extracted from the definition by applying syntactic parsing, PAT extraction and preprocessing. With a PAT query con-

sisting of definitional PATs, the system searches and ranks relevant sentences that are similar to the definition of the

input term. Finally, phrase-based TPs are extracted from each of the ranked sentences.

Note that the sentence retrieval module has a filtering sub-module. Unlike normal document retrieval systems, our

system aims to ‘extract’ TPs rather than ‘retrieve’ relevant information. Therefore, it is necessary to filter out hopeless

candidates in advance to achieve an efficient extraction process. Many previous studies have used simple Bag-Of-Words

(BOW) and edit distance to discard implausible candidates and selectively extract qualified paraphrases from large-scale

databases efficiently [45, 46]. However, the details of their attempts have shown that it is a nontrivial matter to adjust fil-

tering thresholds. Many investigators have undergone trial and error to set proper similarity values and ultimately

imposed very strong constraints in extracting the paraphrase candidates, which are almost identical to the original input

sentences [47].

In this research, we attempt to alleviate the above difficulty by using the PAT match ratio (PMR). As we describe in

the next section, the PMR is the relative number of definitional PATs that exist in a candidate sentence. The existence

of a definitional PAT in a sentence is more critical than that of a term because a PAT is a compressed semantic element

Figure 6. Three semantic elements for evaluating textual equivalence.
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composed of two or three related words. For example, the following sentence is the definition of a term and can be

decomposed into words or PATs.

A family of bacteria that produce endospores

[Words] family, of, bacteria, that, produce, endospores

[PATs] of(bacteria, family), produce(bacteria, endospores), that(bacteria)

In the above example, word-based similarity is vulnerable to rather common words such as ‘family’ and ‘produce’ in

that it lacks discriminative power and may assign similarity values that are too high to dissimilar sentence pairs. In con-

trast, a PAT-based comparison is performed by relatively unambiguous elements such as ‘of(bacteria, family)’ and ‘pro-

duce(bacteria, endospores)’, which enables more accurate comparisons.

Figure 7. Four semantic elements for evaluating textual equivalence.

Figure 8. Architecture of PAT-based sentence retrieval and TP extraction system.
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Figure 9 shows a portion of the PAT-based inverted file created by the proposed system. Each PAT is assigned to a

set of the identifiers of sentences containing the PAT. Additionally, we manage term statistics for effective sentence rank-

ing using two kinds of inverse document frequencies (IDF) obtained from the following two equations:

IDF1
w ¼ log

N

dfw

� �
ð1Þ

IDF2
w ¼ log

N � dfw + 0:5

dfw + 0:5

� �
ð2Þ

where dfw is the document frequency of word w and N is the total number of documents in the collection. We use the

IDF as the term weight because it provides the global significance of a term rather than a document-based weight such

as TF*IDF that varies with each document and is known to be statistically unreliable for sentence-based retrieval [43].

Also, given that our system aims not to search relevant sentences but to extract phrases that are similar to an input term

definition, locally varying (document-based) term weights are not necessarily indispensable to achieve better

performance.

3.3.3. TP ranking strategies. This section introduces various TP ranking methods to compute the similarity between term

definitions and sentences in a database (see Figure 10).

Figure 10 depicts a total of six ranking strategies with their inputs and categories. Sentences retrieved by an input

PAT query can be ranked by these methods. We refer to the retrieved sentences that pass the filtering process mentioned

in Section 4.3.2 as ‘TP candidates’. Each TP candidate contains information that is used to determine its ranking. ‘TP fre-

quency’ is the total frequency of TPs in the database and ‘Term ID’ is the identifier of an input term. In addition, the term

definition (‘Term definition’), its matched textual segment in the sentence (‘TP text’) and matched PATs (‘Matched

PATs’) are also provided with the PMR, computed using the following equation.

PMR Q; Sð Þ ¼ p p∈Q ^ p∈ Sjf gj j
p p∈Qjf gj j ð3Þ

where Q is a PAT query and S is a set of PATs in a sentence. The PMR counts how many PATs in a PAT query exist in a

sentence, divided by the total number of PATs in the query.

We propose three different strategies for sentence ranking, each of which has two variations. The word-based ranking

strategy yields a TP ranking based on the overlap of words in a definition and a sentence. The PAT-based approach com-

putes the overlap of PATs on both sides. Finally, the PAT significance adjustment (PSA) approach differentiates two

Figure 9. PAT-based inverted file.
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kinds of PATs (i.e. nuclear and peripheral) in a sentence, emphasizing the importance of nuclear PATs in the TP rank-

ing. The following describes the three TP ranking strategies in detail.

Word-based ranking involves two variations: the simple word overlap based and the IDF based cosine measures.

Equation 4 denotes the simple overlap method:

wjw∈WT ^ w∈WSf gj j
wjw∈WTf gj j ð4Þ

where WT and WS are the sets of terms in a definition and a sentence, respectively. Equation (5) presents the cosine mea-

sure, in which term weights based on the inverse document frequencies are used:

P
wi ∈WT^wi ∈WS

idfwi
ð Þ2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

wt ∈WT
idfwt
ð Þ2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ws ∈WS

idfws
ð Þ2

q ð5Þ

where idfw is the inverse document frequency of w (equations (1) and (2)).

Recall that the PMR is computed by equation (3). Using this equation, we can compute the similarity between two

texts by exploiting the statistical significance of each matched PAT as follows.

X
p∈PT^p∈PS

σp ·PMR PT ;PSð Þ ð6Þ

Here, PT and PS are the sets of PATs from the input term definition and a target sentence, respectively. σp is the signi-

ficance of a PAT p based on the global weights of its component words by computing the inverse document frequency

as follows:

σp ¼
1

α
idfpw + λ

Xn

i¼1

idfawi

 !
¼ 1

α
log

N

dfpw

� �
+ λ

Xn

i¼1

log
N

dfawi

� � !
ð7Þ

Figure 10. TP ranking strategies.
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where pw is a predicate word and awi is the ith argument of a PAT, N is the number of the documents in database, dfw is

the document frequency of w, λ is the degree to which an argument contributes and α is a normalization factor. This

method raises the ranking of sentences with PATs that play key role in expressing the concept of the input term.

Previously, we used term ‘statistics’ to measure the importance of a PAT. However, as in ordinary sentences, a term

definition sentence has PATs that are more essential than others in representing its meaning. Here we introduce a way to

exploit these PATs and apply them to the TP ranking. Consider the two definitional sentences and their PATs shown in

Figure 11.

The first term definition is a noun phrase whose root word is ‘derivative’, which expresses the fundamental concept

of the term determined by Enju Parser. We assume all PATs with a root word specified by a syntactic parser to be the

root PATs of a sentence. The first sentence has four PATs, of which two, namely ‘carbamate(derivative)’ and

‘use(UNKNOWN, derivative)’, are the root PATs. The second definition is a complete sentence with a verb and one root

PAT, ‘produce(drug, vasodilation)’, which contains the root word ‘produce’.

Since the main purpose of sentence retrieval is to find sentences with phrases that are semantically related to the term

definition, our selection criterion is equivalence rather than relevance. Given that the first term definition in the above

example defines ‘Disulfiram’, all of its TPs should meet the essential elements of the term, namely, ‘carbamate(deriva-

tive)’. If we wish to retrieve sentences relevant to the term, however, ‘alcohol(deterrent)’ may be the most important

PAT because it presents the primary function of ‘Disulfiram’. This leads to our focus on root PATs.

Here we introduce the PAT significance adjustment (PSA) method to boost the significance of these root PATs.

Suppose that a set of definitional PATs, T, consists of a root PAT and N − 1 non-root PATs. In the PAT significance

pie below (Figure 12), we depict the process of boosting the significance of the root PATs while keeping the total sum

of significance values unchanged.

As seen in the figure, we reduce the significance area of non-root PATs by the yellow region to increase the signif-

icance of the root PAT, Proot. In other words, non-root PATs delegate their significance values to the root PAT. This

co-adjustment is performed by the following equation.

σ̂i αð Þ ¼
σi +α · σi if di ¼ 0;

σ2
iP

k ∈T
σk�
P

j∈T :dj¼0
σ̂j αð Þ

otherwise:

8<
:

0≤ α<

P
k ∈T σk �

P
j∈T :dj¼0 σjP

j∈T :dj¼0 σj

ð8Þ

Here, σi is the significance of the ith PAT in T, α regulates the boosting size of root PATs, and di is the distance

between the ith PAT and a root PAT. The equation increases the significance of a root PAT by α · σi and decreases the

significance of non-root PATs by the sum of the added significance values to the root PATs. However, as α in equation

(8) is not normalized to a certain range, it is difficult to control the boosting process. Therefore, we modify (8) so that

the boosting factor is between 0 and 1 as follows:

Figure 11. Examples of root PATs.
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σ̂i βð Þ ¼
σi + β ·

P
k ∈T

σk�
P

j∈T :dj¼0
σjP

j∈ T :dj¼0
sj

· σi if di ¼ 0;

σ2
iP

k ∈ T
σk�
P

j∈ T :dj¼0
σ̂j βð Þ

otherwise:

8>><
>>: ð9Þ

This equation contains a newly calibrated boosting factor, β (0 ≤ β ≤ 1), which treats significance value in ‘relative’

terms to emphasize the root PATs. For example, suppose that, with β = 0.2, the total sum of the significance values of the

root and non-root PATs are 10 and 20, respectively. The equation takes 20% of the total of the non-root PATs (i.e. 4), and

distributes it evenly to the root PATs. Hence, the sums of significance values for the root and non-root PATs are 14 and

16, respectively.

4. Experiments

In the experiment, we compare the TP ranking methods proposed in Section 3 using an evaluation collection created

based on the PAT-based sentence retrieval system developed in this paper. Although we can consider additional ranking

strategies based on various conventional IR models, this paper only focuses on two kinds of methods: word-based and

PAT-based.

4.1. Experimental data

We selected the biomedical domain as our main target because of the availability of basic resources necessary for the

experiment, such as terms, articles and domain experts for manual evaluation. Moreover, the fact that there is so much

interest in approaches that can discover new, hidden or unsuspected information from biomedical literature [48] has led

us to this domain. The aim of the experiment is to extract TPs of target terms obtained from the titles and abstracts of

bio-medical journal articles provided by NDSL.7 The experiment attempts to extract the TPs of MeSH8 terms used in

PubMed.9

As in Table 1, about 50% of all targeted terms in the three domains have their definitions. Therefore, we used only

9565 out of a total of 18,365 terms in our experiment. Although many term definitions in MeSH consist of multiple sen-

tences, we used only the first sentence of a term definition.

The physical size of the database in Table 2 embraces the data resulting from syntactic parsing as well as the original

texts. We used simple rules to split the sentences of each abstract. Each document has a title and about 10 sentences, each

of which contains an average of 3.4 PATs.

Figure 12. Pie chart of PAT significance.

Table 1. Target MeSH terms to be experimented

Domain Number of total terms Number of terms (definitions)

Anatomy (A) 2,753 1,615
Organisms (B) 5,019 3,556
Diseases (C) 10,593 4,394
Total 18,365 9,565
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4.2. Construction of evaluation corpus for TP ranking methods

Based on the detailed procedure of TP extraction by the PAT-based sentence retrieval system presented in Figure 4, we

develop a collection for evaluating proposed TP ranking methods. As it is based on sentence retrieval, the procedure

consists of three parts: construction of the search database, PAT-based retrieval and TP extraction from the retrieved

sentences.

We constructed an inverted database by analysing a total of 615,125 documents and extracting PATs for sentence

retrieval (bottom left). Our system also constructed a table of global term weights to compute the significance values of

PATs and terms. We used the Berkeley database10 as our main storage engine and custom-developed all related modules

except the Enju Parser [40].

Given an input term with its definition, the system parses the definition and extracts its definitional PATs from the

result (Table 3).

The definitional PATs are considered as tools to express the meaning of a term and are used as a query for the sen-

tence retrieval system. As we targeted at a total of 9565 terms, the experiment involved 9565 executions of sentence

retrieval. All search results were collected as TP candidates. To reduce false positives, the system performed a filtering

process (‘search result filtering’) that discarded all retrieval results whose PMR were less than 0.3, determined by manu-

ally inspecting the intermediate search results. The remaining sentences with TP candidates were inputted to the ‘TP

Ranking’ module to raise the ranking of true positives.

All TP candidates retrieved and filtered for the 9565 query terms were manually inspected for their appropriateness

for further experiments. The following table shows statistics about the numbers of query terms, retrieved TPs and true

and false TPs determined by human judgments, all across the three domains.

Among the 9565 query terms, 2291 had at least one retrieval result. There were 316, 888, and 1087 terms in the

‘Anatomy’, ‘Organisms’ and ‘Diseases’ fields, respectively. The total number of sentences retrieved by the 2291 terms

was 162,714.

After removing duplicated TPs for each query, we obtained a total of 24,468 TP candidates that include both positive

and negative TPs. We then performed a manual evaluation of the collected TP candidates. The rating committee com-

prised three experts in biomedical patent analysis. For each TP candidate, annotators analysed the relation between the

term and each candidate paraphrase and determined whether the two were in a paraphrase relation. To assess the consis-

tency and difficulty of the rating process, we sampled 1000 TP candidates and had two experts rate them simultaneously,

after which we obtained the agreement ratio of the annotations based on Cohen’s �-score [49].11 The resulting score of

0.67 (‘substantial’ agreement) shows that the consistency and difficulty of the rating process by the experts are relatively

acceptable.

Our target database contained a total of 2388 TPs corresponding to 973 terms (10.2% of total terms) with about 2.5

TPs used for each term. This data set can be used as an evaluation collection for phrase-based paraphrase identification

approaches specialized to scientific information, especially with the negative instances. To the best of our knowledge, no

phrase-based terminological paraphrase identification collection has been established thus far and all the previous studies

Table 2. Details of target database

Items Size

Number of documents (metadata) 615,125
Total physical size 13,067,512 bytes
Number of sentences 6,061,366
Number of extracted PATs 20,608,631

Table 3. Examples of input terms and their PAT queries

Term Definition Definition PATs (queries)

Aorta The main trunk of the systemic arteries main(trunk), systemic(artery), of(trunk, artery)
Plasmodium ovale A species of protozoan parasite causing MALARIA protozoan(parasite), of(species, parasite),

cause (parasite, malaria)
Arteritis INFLAMMATION of any ARTERIES of(inflammation, artery)
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have recently tried to construct sentential paraphrase identification collections in general domains [24, 30, 45, 47, 50–54].

Whereas existing collections are sets of sentence pairs with labels denoting mutual equivalence, our collection is based on

triples of ‘(term, definition, and paraphrase)’. Table 6 shows some examples from the evaluation collection.

4.3. Evaluation of TP ranking methods

In this section, we measure and analyse the performance of the six ranking methods introduced in Section 3 based on the

evaluation collection previously constructed. Information on the ranking methods is summarized in Table 7.

We performed a micro-averaged evaluation in which a set of top-ranked TP candidates retrieved by each ranking

method was evaluated ignoring which query retrieved the TPs. This analysis shows how many positive TPs are

‘extracted’ by a particular ranking method from the target database. Also, we show experimental results of a macro-

averaged evaluation where performance is measured for each query term and averaged over all the query terms.

Table 4. Results of TP extraction and manual evaluation

Domains Anatomy Organisms Diseases Total

Initial input terms (queries) 1,615 3,556 4,394 9,565
Retrieval results (PMR ≥ 0.3) Number of query terms covered 316 888 1,087 2,291

Number of sentences covered 47,187 21,045 94,482 162,714
Number of paraphrases 3,951 3,488 17,029 24,468

True TPs Number of query terms covered 101 499 373 973 (10.2%)
Number of paraphrases 539 721 1,128 2,388 (9.8%)

False TPs Number of query terms covered 218 777 880 1,875
Number of paraphrases 3,412 2,767 15,901 22,080

Table 5. Statistics of terminological paraphrase identification collection

Positive instance Negative instance

Size 2,388 (9.8%) 19,855 (81.1%)
24,468 (100%)

Table 6. Samples of the constructed collection

Terms Definitions TPs in sentences Labels

Arachidonic acid An unsaturated, essential fatty acid . essential and/or highly
unsaturated fatty acids .

Yes

Arachidonic acid An unsaturated, essential fatty acid . unsaturated fatty acids
essential fatty acids .

Yes

Nervous system diseases Diseases of the central and peripheral nervous system . central and peripheral
nervous system .

No

Alkaloids Organic nitrogenous bases . nitrogenous organic base . Yes
Arteritis INFLAMMATION of any ARTERIES . inflammation of coronary

arteries .
Yes

Impulse control disorders Disorders whose essential features are the failure to
resist an impulse, drive, or temptation to perform
an act that is harmful to the individual or to others

. essential feature of ICD is
failure to resist impulse or
temptation and to perform act
that is harmful to person or to
others .

Yes

Bronchitis, chronic A subcategory of CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE
PULMONARY DISEASE

chronic inflammatory disease
depressed macrophage hdac
activity in patient with asthma
chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease

No
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4.3.1. Term-based macro-averaged precision. In order to evaluate the proposed ranking methods based on individual input

terms, we selected 42 target terms, each with more than 10 true TPs in the database. The manually annotated collection

enabled this selection process. Table 8 shows several target terms selected for evaluation.

The second and third columns contain the frequencies of positive TPs for the corresponding term and of all the TP

candidates in the evaluation collection, respectively. For example, there were 66 positive TPs (90.4%) out of 73 candi-

dates for ‘Bronchitis, chronic,’ which had the largest number of positive TPs in the database. ‘Adenoma, liver cell’ had

only 12 correct TPs (3.4%) among 365 TP candidates – a nontrivial task for TP ranking methods to handle effectively.

With the selected 42 terms, we evaluated the accuracies of all six ranking methods from the top 10 to 50 ranks in Table

9. For the two PSA methods, we set the root PAT boosting factor as 0.9, determined by the initial tuning process.

‘P@10’ indicates the precision at the 10th rank. As the number of terms with more than 10 TPs is 42, we computed

and averaged over the 42 precision values of the terms. Likewise, in ‘P@50,’ we averaged the precision values of the

three terms with more than 50 TPs. The numbers in parentheses are standard deviations of the averaged precisions.

In general, PAT-based methods show better precisions than word-based ones in each rank. We observe the highest

precision values for the por_idfps method among them. This method can be considered competitive in the term-based

evaluation, especially when it is evaluated with query terms for which a relatively large number of TPs exist. Finally,

the result tells us that IDF-based PAT significance works well in extracting TPs.

4.3.2. Micro-averaged precision. We next measured the ranked precisions of the six proposed TP rankings without separate

consideration of the corresponding query terms (Table 10). As we present in Table 6, an instance of our collection con-

sists of four elements: term, term definition, TP candidate and label. In this experiment, we computed the similarity

between the definition and TP candidate of each instance of the entire collection using the proposed ranking methods,

Table 7. TP ranking methods

Class Name Equations Code

Word-based ranking (baseline) Word overlap ratio R1 T; Sð Þ ¼ w w ∈WT^w ∈WSjf gj j
w w ∈WTjf gj j

wor_1gram

IDF-based cosine measure
R2 T; Sð Þ

P
w1 ∈Wr^w1 ∈WS

idfw1ð Þ2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
w1 ∈Wr idfw1ð Þ2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
w1 ∈WS

idfwsð Þ2
pq wor_idfcm

PAT-based ranking PAT matching ratio R3 T; Sð Þ ¼ p p∈ PT^p∈ pSjf gj j
p p∈ PTjf gj j

pmr_1gram

PAT significance-based PMR R4 T; Sð Þ ¼ R3 T; Sð Þ · P
p∈ PT^p∈ PS

σp pmr_idfps

PAT significance adjustment PAT matching ratio R5 T; Sð Þ ¼ R3 T; Sð Þ · P
p∈ PT^p∈ PS

σ̂p βð Þ : 8σp ¼ 1:0
� �

psa_1gram

PAT significance-based PMR R6 T; Sð Þ ¼ R3 T; Sð Þ · P
p∈ PT^p∈ PS

σ̂p βð Þ psa_idfps

Table 8. Sample target terms to be evaluated

Target terms Number of true TPs Number of TPs Percentage (%)

Bronchitis, chronic 66 73 90.41
Middle cerebral artery 60 60 100.00
Erythrocytes 54 159 33.96
Leukocytes 49 153 32.03
Hearing loss, bilateral 47 87 54.02
Cellular structures 28 32 87.50
Lymphocytes 27 27 100.00
immune sera 26 28 92.86
Neoplasms 25 76 32.89
Pain, postoperative 24 30 80.00
Neisseria meningitidis 21 81 25.93
Disease attributes 20 27 74.07
Lung neoplasms 20 27 74.07
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and then sorted the collection based on the similarities, which generates in total six sorted collections. Table 9 shows the

precisions of them according to the decreasing similarity scores until 1000th ranks.

For the first 100 ranks, wor_1gram and por_1gram show the highest accuracies, extracting 99 and 97 positive TPs,

respectively. In contrast, PSA methods show accuracies of < 50%. However, as we broaden the scope of evaluation, the

accuracy of psa_idfps (β = 0.9) gradually increases. After 800 ranks, this method extracts 528 positive TPs (about 66%),

whereas wor_1gram and por_1gram extract far fewer positive TPs. In addition, the accuracies of por_idfps and psa_1

gram are very low overall. In particular, the accuracy gap between por_idfps and psa_idfps is clear, indicating that it is

critical to apply the PSA method to improve the performance of por_idfps with IDF-based PAT significance. Finally,

after 1000 ranks, the psa_idfps method shows the best performance, extracting 571 positive TPs. The accuracy of wor_

idfcm is 54.3%, which is also quite good. The result shows that, when the difference in surface shapes between the two

texts (term definition and phrase in database) is obvious (e.g. the scores by wor_1gram are lower), psa_idfps shows bet-

ter accuracy, which means we can extract various positive TPs that are somewhat dissimilar to term definitions with the

method.

4.4. Discussion

As seen in Section 4.3.2, PAT-based methods outperform the normal word-based ones, which tells us that, at least from

the viewpoint of precision, PAT-based ones could somewhat solve the problem of lexical independence assumption,

especially for the TP extraction tasks. Furthermore, the term-based precision could be improved by emphasizing PATs

in term definitions that are statistically significant (high IDF values) compared with other methods, including IDF-based

cosine measure. This indicates that PATs with high IDF values frequently play an essential role in conveying the termi-

nological concepts in term definitions.

Note that por_idfps shows poor results in the micro-averaged precision in Section 4.3.3, although it outperformed all

the other methods in the term-based experiment, which can be explained as follows. In the situation where only 2388

(9.8%) instances of our collection are positive, as presented in Table 5, por_idfps gives overly high similarity values to

many negative instances that share many PATs with high IDF values between term definitions and TP candidates.

Through this result, we understand that por_idfps could be vulnerable to negative examples despite the superior results

in the term-based experiment. Also, we notice that statistical weights are not always useful in computing similarities,

especially for the purpose of identifying textual equivalence. In addition, the precision of psa_1gram is also very low, as

presented in Table 10, which can be explained by the analogous argumentations to por_idfps. Because there are many

unnecessary or unimportant root PATs in term definitions for identifying semantic equivalence between them and TP

candidates, such as ‘of(method, do)’, ‘systematic(way)’ and ‘one(item)’, wrongly boosting the significance of these root

PATs led to a decline in precision.

It is worthy of noting that, taken as a whole, psc_idfps method shows consistently competitive performance in the

two successive experiments. Especially in the second experiment, as we broaden the scope of evaluation, the accuracy

of psa_idfps gradually increases, which indicates its ability to identify the equivalence of two apparently different texts.

Although we should conduct further investigation on this, we can find that applying both PAT significance adjustment

and IDF-based PAT significance could lead to better performance by producing complementary effects of the two pro-

posed methods in this paper.

Table 9. Precision of TP extraction with respect to target terms (macro-averaged precision)

Average precision (standard deviations)

Number
of terms

wor_1gram wor_idfcm por_1gram por_idfps psa_1gram
(β = 0.9)

psa_idfps
(β = 0.9)

P@10 42 0.7476 (± 0.26) 0.7857 (± 0.23) 0.6952 (± 0.31) 0.8190 (± 0.27) 0.7690 (± 0.30) 0.8095 (± 0.27)
P@20 15 0.8267 (± 0.25) 0.8100 (± 0.16) 0.8133 (± 0.24) 0.8867 (± 0.19) 0.7633 (± 0.31) 0.8700 (± 0.18)
P@30 5 0.9267 (± 0.08) 0.7133 (± 0.21) 0.8867 (± 0.19) 0.9733 (± 0.06) 0.8067 (± 0.36) 0.9733 (± 0.06)
P@40 5 0.9267 (± 0.08) 0.7133 (± 0.21) 0.8867 (± 0.19) 0.9733 (± 0.06) 0.8067 (± 0.36) 0.9733 (± 0.06)
P@50 3 0.9867 (± 0.02) 0.8400 (± 0.18) 0.9933 (± 0.01) 0.9867 (± 0.02) 0.9867 (± 0.02) 0.9867 (± 0.02)
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5. Conclusions and future research

In this paper, we proposed an effective way to extract terminological paraphrases – which describe the concepts of terms

indirectly and have never been discussed extensively – from massive scientific databases to improve the coverage of

terminology-based academic information access models. To achieve this, we developed a novel sentence retrieval system

capable of comparing the standard definitions of terminologies and sentences by exploiting the PATs of texts in a data-

base. This system plays an important role in our TP extraction system in that it minimizes false positives and achieves

efficiency by detecting the homogeneity of two texts through a comparison of their semantic units (PATs) instead of lex-

ical units. The proposed TP extraction system also contains six TP ranking models to represent many true TPs at higher

ranks.

We extracted TPs by using the developed system and constructed an evaluation collection for TP ranking methods

composed of 24,468 instances. This collection enabled us to make in-depth comparisons between the six TP ranking

models. In the experiments based on the constructed collection, we found that the PAT significance adjustment with

IDF-based PAT significance method (psa_idfps) shows consistent superiority by enjoying the complementary effects of

both boosting root PATs and assigning IDF-based significance to each PATs.

The most pressing issue for future studies will be to expand the PAT retrieval model to extract more TPs from the lit-

erature. It is possible to generate synonymous PATs such as ‘cause(virus, disease)’, ‘cause(virus, disorder)’ and ‘develo-

p(host, disease)’ without much lexical ambiguity owing to the richness of their contextual information. In this way, we

could extract far more paraphrases with different formations. In addition, we will need to enhance TP ranking models for

better performance.

We plan to increase the size of the target database to expand the scope of TP extraction. In addition, we should estab-

lish an enhanced TP extraction model based on multiple definitions of various sources, such as Wikipedia and other dic-

tionaries. Finally, it would be interesting to apply automatically extracted definitions of terms into the TP extraction

model proposed here.

Notes

1. The reason we use ‘language expression’ rather than ‘sentence’ is that the textual entailment does not assume the formation of

input texts. In other words, the input text may be a paragraph comprising multiple sentences. In this case, the paragraph should

be transformed into a language expression that collectively denotes the meaning of all of the sentences.

2. ‘~ is fond of ~’, ‘ ~ likes ~’, ‘~ killed ~’, ‘~ assassinated ~’.

3. http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/enju/

4. Here, X denotes an anonymous subject of the verbs remove and examine. If the subject of these verbs in a sentence is identified,

it is placed in the PATs. However, in this case it cannot be identified.

5. http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/nomlex/index.html

6. http://u.cs.biu.ac.il/~nlp/downloads/DIRECT.html

7. http://scholar.ndsl.kr/index.do

8. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh

9. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/

10. http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/berkeleydb/overview/index.html

Table 10. Precision of TP extraction (Micro-averaged Precision)

Method wor_1gram wor_idfcm por_1gram por_idfps psa_1gram (β = 0.9) psa_idfps (β = 0.9)

Prec@100 0.9900 0.8200 0.9700 0.4000 0.4700 0.4500
Prec@200 0.9650 0.6800 0.9750 0.3550 0.5000 0.4300
Prec@300 0.8367 0.5733 0.9033 0.2733 0.4167 0.5233
Prec@400 0.6450 0.5675 0.7725 0.3750 0.3175 0.5825
Prec@500 0.5660 0.5360 0.6500 0.3440 0.3000 0.5480
Prec@600 0.5100 0.4883 0.5817 0.3900 0.2700 0.6050
Prec@700 0.4429 0.5086 0.5243 0.3657 0.2514 0.6486
Prec@800 0.4100 0.5013 0.4750 0.3750 0.2463 0.6563
Prec@900 0.3911 0.5311 0.4267 0.3522 0.2422 0.5956
Prec@1,000 0.3660 0.5430 0.3950 0.3420 0.2410 0.5710
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11. According the score, we can evaluate the rating process as fair (0.2 < � ≤ 0.4), moderate (0.4 < � ≤ 0.6), substantial (0.6 <

� ≤ 0.8) and almost perfect (� > 0.8).
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